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Breaking Legacies

In a land impoverished by a war that started before she was born, Kiena has provided for her
mother and brother by becoming one of the best hunters in the kingdom. But when a lifelong friend
with connections recommends her to the king to track down a runaway princess, her life gets turned
upside down. Finding the princess is easy. Deciding what to do in a conflicting mess of politics and
emotionsâ€¦ not so much.
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I actually never quite finished Zoe's book Interference once it got close to the very end and it looked
like it was about to spoil something for me, but I nevertheless really enjoyed it. And even more so
was excited for what Zoe would write in the future as while I wasn't 100% on where she went with
that plot, she made me care about her characters. She's simply a good storyteller.Breaking
Legacies though, takes the major elements of what Zoe got right in her previous books-compelling
characters, easy dialogue, ability to build tension-and seriously ups the quality. It has tighter pacing,
a more developed relationship and a larger plot scope. "Hunter/Tracker" Kiena is put on a quest to
find a runaway princess which (not really a spoiler) she does quickly. The real story is what happens

after. Evil kings, rebellion, politics, betrayal etc.. all get their moment.Though I was never caught off
guard by any plot developments, I really enjoyed it. There are studies that show that we tend to like
songs more once we've heard them several times even if we initially didn't. Humans find gratification
in thinking they know where something is going and then being right when it happens. And this book
is like that for me. I knew where it was going, but enjoyed every bit of it due to Zoe's skill as a writer
and connection to her characters.Would recommend.

I adore the author's previous book, Interference, and was hesitant to jump from the modern setting,
characters, and conflicts of that book to the fantasy/adventure world of Breaking Legacies.
However, I'm happy I did. The same strong writing and characterizations are present, and this book
offers the same gut-wrenching emotional turmoil as Interference, plus the same highs when our
characters persevere. I do prefer the smaller, romance-focused scenes over the action, and
thankfully, the story focuses much more on the former (and the action is still good, too). I also
appreciate the length and value of this book -- it felt like a fantasy trilogy combined into one story, or
at least two full books for the price of one.

I wanted to give this all 5 stars because there wasn't anything I would complain about with this book.
I loved the fantasy world aspect of the story, the length of the book, I loved the development of the
characters and I loved the romance. I can gladly say this was everything I was hoping for when I
saw that Zoe Reed was releasing another book that I had to patiently wait for. Glad that I did! This is
one of those authors I KNOW I can always count on. As usual for her writing style, this book does
not lack on the details and supporting characters.If you enjoy this story, then I would wholeheartedly
recommend Zoe Reed's other books.A personal favorite of mine was, 'Interference'. I'm only
mentioning it because a previous review here references it but states they were afraid to finish it. Do
yourself a favor and finish that book! The ending is the absolute best part and makes the entire
journey worth the read. It's the kind of story that gives you hope and encourages your heart. There
is no lacking of a HEA.Just like with this new release :) can't wait for more!

Writing this review is bittersweet for me, only because it means I finished the book and now I feel a
profound sense of loss that it's over. That's how you know you've read a masterpiece. This is an
amazing piece of fantasy literature colored with vibrant landscapes and interwoven with magical
beasts, evil kings, gods and goddesses, brave Knights, and all the adventure you'd expect from
quality fantasy fiction. While much of the story revolves around the struggle to defeat the evil King

Hazlatt, it is Ava and Kiena's fight to be together that is intertwined with the fate of usurping the king.
The adventure surrounding Ava and Kiena's struggle is certainly a story for the ages, but it is the
love the characters have for each other and the sacrifices they make for that love is what makes this
story so powerful. This is truly one of the best stories I've read in fantasy fiction. This author has
tremendous talent so if this is the first story you've read be sure to explore her versatile writing from
other genres. You won't be disappointed.

It can be hard to to find lesbian fiction that isn't entirely relationship focused, and thin on plot. This
book strikes a great balance between the two, and I found myself really enjoying the story as much
as the characters. Good prose and editing as well. I originally borrowed this but will be purchasing
as well.

This book was so good. I thought the characters were great the story was wonderfully crafted. I
makes the reader experience a range of emotions. One negative the characters cry a lot. If you like
fantasy stories this book is worth the time.
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